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You'd think with a low-graphics game like this, it would run on just about any computer. This same game used to run just fine
on my my parent's computer 10 years ago but when I try to play it now, it's jittery and the audio is very distorted. I love the
game and everything but this needs to be fixed. The only way it'll run smoothly is if I turn off all the textures, which makes it so
I can't see anything, which defeats the purpose of playing.. DAMN I MISS SPLATPACK. Intro The original Carmageddon is
nothing short of a blast to play. However, the Steam port is absolute . The game only runs with DOSBox and if you choose to
play with NGlide, no matter the resolution or graphical detail, you will not be getting a solid 60fps with drops down to even
20fps regularly. I have a GTX1060 and an i5 4460 and it doesn't matter. It runs like trash. I would only recommend this on
Steam if you don't mind very low framerates or don't care about using DOSBox. It's unfortunate that Stainless hasn't decided to
update the compatibility because if they did I could easily wholeheartedly recommend this fantastic game. However, I HIGHLY
recommend the port for mobiles. It's practically the Gizmodo port that never came but it runs at 60fps, looks fantastic and plays
like a dream even with touch controls. This is the only time ever that I'd recommend a mobile game, especially a mobile port. It
how now become the definitive version of the game. Get it. The Great: ++Graphics still hold up amazingly with a really
impressive art-style ++Rich atmosphere and has the brilliant dark humour that Carmageddon II and far moreso Max Damage
traded in for ludicrous over-the-top, unfunny jokes ++For 1997, the game was darn well innovative with physics and open-
ended driving not seen in just about anything before ++The main gameplay is just a ton of goddamn fun The Good: +The cars
are a joy to handle +Vehicle variety is awesome +Very long game +Running over peds is really enjoyable +Racing is also fun,
surprisingly +Music is brilliant with a kickass main theme +Multiplayer was amazing The Okay/Not Too Big of a Deal: +-Sound
is only okay in the long run The Bad: -Not a big fan of how the upgrades and vehicle earning systems work whatsoever, although
some think it's the best in the series -The driver sounds are a pest and far too loud -Game is pretty glitchy with audio options
that don't even work and physics that tend to whack out -Track variety is somewhat lacking and the levels themselves aren't
great The Horrible: --N/A Sound: 4/10 Graphics: 9/10 Gameplay: 8.5/10 Content/Replayability: 8/10 Overall: 8/10 Awards:
Runner-Up Game of the Year - 1997 Conclusion As a game, Carmageddon has more than stood the test of time but in terms of
compatibility with modern hardware its worse than most. I wouldn't really recommend any PC version and god knows I've tried
to get it running perfectly unless you can just deal with it, but I couldn't recommend the mobile version any more..
MOOSEONTHELOOSE. MOOSEONTHELOOSE.MOOSEONTHELOOSE.. Original & Still one of the best.. Nothing beats a
classic.! I was going to buy the new Reincarnation Carmageddon but when i found this one, my $$ was well spent! Brings back
my younger years!. Played this since the demo came out, when about 11-12 in elementary school. I got into serious trouble once
for drawing a bloody scene from carmageddon during arts class. Ah, memories.
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